


3 Side Hustles to Fill Your Piggy Bank

Introduction

Thank you for subscribing to my list. I hope you find this report useful and profitable.

We can all use a piggy bank that’s fuller on the top than on the bottom. In this report I
share 3 ways you can add to yours. Each will have ideas and examples to help you get
started.

This is just a small list of what’s available out there, and truth be told, you’re only limited
by your imagination. If you have the desire to make any of these methods work there’s
no limit to your earning potential. It does take time and effort though, so don’t be misled
by thinking you don’t have to do any work.

1. Subscription Boxes

Have you noticed an increase in the number of subscription boxes available since
COVID hit? I don’t think there’s a day that goes by that I don’t see advertising for one
type of box or another: from food to pet products.

I personally would stay away from providing the food service, simply because of the
short lifespan produce and fresh meat has. Plus with the extra cost of shipping in
specialized cartons I can’t see it being feasible for a side hustle.

There are, however, hundreds of other options available. I have included 3 to start you
off with.
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Pet Products

Pet owners spend hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars on their pets each year. And
that’s in addition to the basic things such as food and vet care. Think about the toys, the
treats, the little outfits, and the beds. Dogs and cats are the most spoiled, but don’t
forget about the rabbits, birds, snakes, turtles, and even fish.

Being a pet owner I can completely understand how easy it is to get wrapped around
their little paws and buy them so many things. Pets are hard on toys, especially puppies
because all they do is chew, chew, chew.

And when you have an elderly pet, there are additional expenses sometimes required. I
have a Blue Heeler who is blind and quite deaf, so after he wandered off in October I
invested in a tracker for him. That tracker and the service has saved him more than
once since then.

Before you put together your pet boxes, I encourage you to do some research in terms
of what is safe for pets and what isn’t. Just because certain things are available on the
market, it doesn’t mean it’s good for every pet. One example is rawhide. I have heard
contradictory information when it comes to giving your dog rawhide, so make sure
you’re providing safe toys, treats, and other items.

You may wish to categorize by pet breed, size, age, gender, and even demographics. A
dog in Australia is not going to need a sweater or coat like a dog in Canada will, simply
because the climates are different.

Along with categorizing as mentioned above, be sure to offer 3 - 5 price points. A good
number is 3, as you can offer a small, medium, and large box. You don’t have to offer 3
right off the get-go; you can start with 1 and add the others later. You may find you are
most comfortable with only one size, and that’s okay.

Some things to include are toys, treats, outfits, collars, leashes, waste disposal bags,
booties, blankets, beds, and so forth. Be sure you are acquiring quality products for your
boxes as well. You don’t want to be sending substandard products to your customers.

Always include a list of what’s in the box, and any risks associated with using the
contents. Stress to your customers they should replace worn out toys and other items,
simply for the safety of their pets.
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Self Care Products

We spend thousands of dollars annually on shampoo, conditioner, lotion, skin care,
make-up, hair products (gel, mousse, sprays, brushes, tiebacks, etc.), feminine
products, bath products, candles, and so on.

Wouldn’t it be nice to be able to offer your customers personalized boxes that suit their
needs? The beauty here is you don’t have to include the same things each month. One
month could be hair products, the next could be skincare, and the third could be
seasonal, such as sunscreens and moisturizers. Add in candles, books, journal pages,
and wine lists and your boxes are sure to be a hit.

If you make your own lip balms, moisturizers, and bath products, you can easily turn it
into a subscription service. With so much focus on natural ingredients a lot of people
prefer to buy from home-based businesses.

Or you could also partner with other body care product creators and purchase their
items at wholesale. The boxes could be an assortment, with each creator’s
label/business card included. Doing it this way could be a win-win for everyone.

You can be more selective with these, and if you wish to offer gender-specific boxes you
can. You won’t be able to please everyone, so my suggestion is stick to a basic box and
you’ll do just fine.

Kitchen Gadgets

Thermometers, measuring cups, spatulas, custom wooden spoons, silicone baking
cups, and cake testers are just a few of the items you could put in a kitchen subscription
box. The best thing here is these are not gender-specific. Men and women cook, bake,
and entertain.

Think of the little umbrellas that go in drinks, metal straws, parchment paper, muffin
liners, dish towels, sponges, and so on. Browse your local department or grocery store
and you will see hundreds of options. Don’t forget about items such as beeswax wraps,
freezer containers, spice containers, shot glasses, etc.
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Once again, you can partner with other creators for items such as beeswax wraps,
silicone molds, herb strippers, potato bags, wooden scrapers, and so much more. A
quick search on Etsy for “kitchen gadgets” will have you making a very long list of items
to include in your boxes.

Your target market could be young adults who haven’t been on their own long enough to
accumulate a lot of gadgets. However, when it comes to cooking and baking, I think
even those of us who have been in the kitchen for decades can appreciate some of the
new things available. I found myself “oohing and aahing” over a number of items,
thinking how cool they’d be to have.

No matter what type of subscription box you offer, be sure you’re giving customers
value, quality products, and exceptional customer service. You don’t have to make the
same type all the time, and setting a number on each is okay. In fact, I suggest setting a
limit to the number available. That way you can be sure you have enough product, and
you won’t be repeating what each person gets.

For example, a 6 month subscription to a Kitchen Gadgets box will be plenty as a lot of
new items can be included in each box. Set your price, show the savings, and package
it well.

Use a spreadsheet to document what each customer has received as well so you’re not
doubling up. If it’s something consumable it’s okay to have some of the same items in
the box (lip balms, for example). However, no one needs a new set of measuring
spoons every month.

2. Garden Themed Ideas

The side hustles that can stem from gardening are bountiful. If you enjoy gardening
there are several ways you can incorporate it into a side hustle. And what’s better than
getting paid to do something you love?

I have included 3 ways to profit from your interest in gardening, and some of it doesn’t
involve much more work than what you’re already doing when gardening.
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Garden Furniture & Decor

If you are a DIYer and like to build, making outdoor furniture could net you a profit.
Whether it’s willow, wicker, or regular lumber, it all has a place in the garden. Benches,
chairs, planters, bird houses and feeders, arbors, and even jumbo games.

If working with metal or copper is your thing, then consider plant hooks, wind chimes,
bird baths, hammock stands, and trellises, just to name a few. A lot of garden
ornaments can be made by recycling aluminum, copper tubing, or even flatware and
utensils.

Building raised garden beds is another way to add to your income. Some types are
placed directly on the ground and filled with soil, while others are free-standing and
portable. With more people wanting to grow their own food, the portable style is being
used on patios, balconies, and decks. Apartment dwellers can get into the gardening
scene as well, as they don’t take up much space and aren’t much heavier than a couple
of potted trees.

Garden Plot Rental

If you have a parcel of land close to a town or city, you can rent out garden plots to the
urban residents. Being within a few miles of the town or city is ideal because it won’t be
too far for people to travel. Your only commitment is to have the plots ready for planting
and an access road. For ease of preparation, make all plots the same size.

You can also use a vacant lot you own within town or city limits. You may wish to utilize
raised beds in this setting as city soil is often not fertile enough to grow anything more
than weeds. It will be an upfront expense for you, but the plot rental should pay for it
within the first season.

Depending on where your parcel of land is, or how much you want to be involved, you
could water the plots during the drier times. It’s a service you can discuss with each
gardener, and the fees can be adjusted from there.

Ideally you may wish to have your own plots nearby so you can monitor the parcel/lot so
vandals are less apt to destroy everyone’s hard work. Setting up surveillance cameras
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may deter them, especially in an urban setting. Not many people will go out to a rural
area just to mess up a garden.

Bedding Plants

For those of you who tend to plant too many seeds when you’re starting your own
seedlings, this could be an ideal side hustle for you. If you have a small greenhouse in
your backyard you can take care of hundreds, if not thousands, of seedlings until it’s
warm enough for them to be planted outside.

One of my best friends did just that for many years while her boys were growing up. She
was able to stay home and raise them, plus cover some household expenses from the
sales of her plants. An extra bonus was she was able to put enough away over the
years to provide a cushion when her husband was no longer able to work.

My suggestion is to start the most common vegetables, fruits, and flowers, and add
some less common ones just for fun. The basics are tomatoes, peppers, herbs,
cabbage, cucumbers, onions, corn, marigolds, pansies, petunias, fuschias, alyssum,
baby’s breath, strawberries, celery, and broccoli. Some uncommon ones are new
varieties of tomatoes and peppers, tomatillos, and cucamelon.

Keep in mind I’m basing my suggestions on what we grow here in Alberta, Canada. You
may live in an entirely different climate and be able to grow kiwi, passionfruit, grapes,
and other more tropical varieties. I encourage you to grow what’s common in your area,
and what people are interested in buying.

By starting seeds and selling the seedlings you’re not committed to spending weeks
taking care of larger plants. If you have the space and resources, there’s nothing
stopping you from doing that however. I worked in a greenhouse when I was in my early
twenties for a couple of seasons and absolutely loved it. My favourite part was the “tree
house” as we called it; it was the addition that housed all of the fruit, ornamental, and
shelterbelt trees. The blossoming fruit trees made it smell amazing there.

No matter what you decide to grow, know that there’s a very good chance someone will
be interested in getting some. Bedding plants take up the least amount of space when
they’re small, so it’s an ideal side hustle whether you’re a rural resident or have a
greenhouse in your backyard in the middle of a city.
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3. Greeting Cards

There’s always a demand for greeting cards, no matter what time of year it is. The
obvious ones are the holidays such as Christmas and Easter, but there’s also the other
occasions such as Valentine’s Day, Halloween, Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, birthdays,
weddings, anniversaries, and graduations. Add in bridal showers, new babies, funerals,
get well wishes, new homes, going away parties, and retirements, and you will find
cards are needed almost every day of the year.

Handmade

Cardmaking isn’t showing any sign of slowing down; in fact, I believe it’s on the rise.
The supplies available are as varied as one’s imagination.

Several years ago I attended a Stampin’ Up party and made a card and a bookmark.
Having the materials and guidance right there made it relatively easy for me to do.
Years before that I had been bitten by the scrapbooking bug and was a Creative
Memories Consultant for a short time. I still have cutters, stamps, tape, stickers (oh so
many stickers), paper, markers, and at least a dozen punches. (That tote full of supplies
is my go-to when I need a card; whether I make one or buy a printable one from an Etsy
Seller.)

With the variety of stamps, dies, and invention of the Cricut, cardmaking is relatively
simple. It’s amazing what you can do with some paper, glue, colour, and ribbon. I have
been the recipient of several handmade cards over recent years, and they are all
beautiful.

If you think you’d like to try cardmaking, start with a package of cardstock, some
adhesive, a couple of punches, and some stamps and ink. Your initial investment
doesn’t have to be high; if it’s something you enjoy you can always add more supplies
later.

When it comes to ideas, sites like Pinterest and Etsy are wonderful resources. I have
put my own spin on cards I have seen, and the recipients have been impressed to say
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the least. I have not made handmade cards to sell as it’s not something I have time for
at this point, but I do have the option down the road if I so choose.

Some cards are minimalist while others are created with a variety of mediums. Use
what works best for you. You can choose to make cards for the popular holidays and
occasions, or niche down a little and offer something that not everyone does (such as
the loss of a pet).

If selling at a local shop you’ll most likely be expected to have a good sized inventory.
By selling on a site such as Etsy you can either make them ahead, or make them to
order. The latter is a nice service, but be sure you’re willing to make them on short
notice. Most people (myself included) don’t order a card until they need it.

Printable

A printable card is just that: you print it at home from a file you have purchased and/or
downloaded from online. Remember earlier when I said my tote full of supplies is my
go-to whether I’m making a card or printing one from the internet? I use white cardstock
for the most part when printing.

I have to admit, I do utilize this option more often than not. Plus I have designed some
cards and have them available in my Etsy Shop. And as I also said earlier, when I need
a card I want it as soon as possible. I have purchased printable cards from Etsy sellers
for birthdays and funerals mostly. The latter has been because the sympathy card
selection in our local grocery store isn’t very good.

If you have some graphic design skills you can create some wonderful printable cards.
And even if you don’t, you can purchase clipart from creators on sites such as Creative
Market (which is where I buy mine). The commercial license allows you to use the
designs in your products and sell them for profit. I highly suggest you do this as it will
protect you from any problems down the road.

You can sell your printable cards on Etsy, your own website, or other e-commerce sites.
I currently sell my printables in my Etsy Shop but will be selling some on my website as
well. (One of my goals for the first quarter of 2022.)
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If you’re familiar with PowerPoint, Affinity Publisher, or Canva, you can create some
wonderful cards. All three programs have tutorials, and Canva even has existing
templates. No matter which program you choose (even Google Docs will work), be sure
to export your final product as a PDF. That way it will print clearly and it won’t take up a
lot of memory on your customer’s computer. Each program has recommended settings
for different applications so be sure you’re using the one that will give the best printed
copy.

Whether you’re making handmade cards to ship, or printable ones for your customers to
download, an added touch would be to provide an envelope. The shippable ones are
easy, because you can either buy the envelopes in bulk or make your own. When you’re
providing a digital download, including an envelope template they can also print is
important as well. That way they can print both and have everything ready to go instead
of searching for an envelope that will fit the card. Most people don’t have that type of
envelope just laying around.

Conclusion

Thank you once again for subscribing. It is my goal to help you find the side hustle that
works best for you, and this report is just a small part of the opportunities out there.

Whether you choose to implement one of the ones in this report, or one on my blog, I’d
love for you to let me know how it works out for you. And remember, in order for any of
these to work you have to invest the time, and in some cases some money. You can’t
just read about the opportunities and expect them to start filling your piggy bank.

After the initial welcome sequence, you can expect to receive an email twice a month
with more side hustle ideas. I encourage you to try whichever fits you best, and
remember, you don’t have to limit yourself to just one. You can mix and match the ideas
as you see fit. For example, if making cards you can have both handmade and printable
available. Or if you’re putting together subscription boxes, you can do pet products for a
variety of pets; not just dogs, cats, or birds.

Thank you and if you have enjoyed this report you may buy me a coffee.
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Disclaimer: Links within this report are either to my own products, or products I
endorse. I may receive a small commission should you make a purchase through an
affiliate link, at no extra cost to you.
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